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F is tUpthe Ass  Commercia l

FistUptheAss Commercial
 *It is required you listen to some inspiring commercial music while reading this for full effect.*

 
Everything said with a fake excited happy go lucky voice, like they are all smiling so hard it is hurting their
faces. 
Isabel: 
  Boy am I feeling down in the dumps, the election was crazy and everything now seems so political! It feels like I
can’t even put up a flag without people getting angry.
Maddie : 
  I know, I feel the same way! Everyone is so tightly wound and stubborn in their beliefs, man.. I need a pumpkin
spice latte.
People in the background freeze as woman in a lab coat steps into frame
Coco: 
  Is this you? Have you ever experienced boredom, anger, or fear because of constant high stakes discussion? Do
you want a pumpkin spice latte? Studies show you might.
Scenes unfreeze and videos of people smiling and interacted play behind her
   Hi I’m Ben Shapiro’s Wife, a certified dentist or something and I’m here to promote FistuptheAss. 
The logo is painted magically across the screen as she holds up a bottle with that logo on it
    The first ever medication that helps you out of moral obligatory situations!
Cut to a close up of girl
Isabel: 
  I started using FistUpTheAss after my friends tried to get me to burn down the capitol building with them. “What
are you? racist?” they asked me, but then I just shoved my fist up their ass and they didn’t ask again. 
Cut back
Coco: 
  FistuptheAss provides a stern, but direct way to let others know you just really don’t want to have this discussion.
Cut to new girl 
Izzy: 
  My book club wanted me to help organize a protest over the weekend, but the new season of American Horror
Story just came out on netflix. Now I don’t have to stand out in the freezing cold or hear how “this is an american
horror story now” Thanks FistUptheAss!
Cut to Margaret
Margaret: 
  My boyfriend wouldn’t stop asking me who I voted for, then I started using FistUptheAss and now no one asks me
who I voted for! whispers it was Kanye!
Maddie : 
  Ever since I started using FistUptheAss I haven’t had to worry about random white women trying to make eye
contact with me because I look like a lesbian.
Joins Margarets shot, everyone is now in the same shot next to each other
Margrete :
   I don’t have to worry about discussions on the political importance of every new movie and song!
Isabel: 
  No more social media posts telling me to do something or unfollow someone and no more asking “oh so you’re



racist?” because I’m not!
Margrete : 
  Or I might be,
Izzy:
   Or I definitely am,
Maddie :
  But that’s my business!
Cut back to doctor lady who is walking forward leisurely
Coco: 
  and not everyone is racist, most are just tired. That's why FistUptheAss is for everyone!
Cut back to each girl individually
Margrete: 
   My friend group asked me to burn down a synagogue. “What are you? NOT racist?” they asked me.
FistUptheAss helped me so I didn’t have to explain that I don’t see anything wrong with the gays.
Maddie : 
  Because I’m not ready for that debate,
Margrete : 
  And I don’t really have a side either!
Izzy: 
  I’m not against human rights or anything, I just didn’t want my McDonalds to get cold and that family stuck
underneath the burning car seemed like they had a handle on it.
Margrete : 
  Wait what? 
Actually confused here
Coco: 
  So enjoy this holiday season without getting screamed at or perhaps murdered in ww3. With fistUptheAss no one
will ever force you to have a strong radical opinion ever again. So order now on amazon for 0.999999% off and
don’t worry about Jeff Bezos’s infinity pool of baby feet you’re funding. This one’s for you American, have a good
year!
Scenes of the women reading books and laughing happily
 Outtro voice: said monotonously and fast
  Side effects may include cancer, suicidal tendencies, homicidal tendencies, getting beat the fuck up, super cancer, a
gaping asshole, sexual assualt charges, happiness, and loss of fist. Please consult your doctor for a prescription.
End.
 


